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Abstract

This paper provides an example of close analysis of student attempts to fill the gaps
that comprise a cloze test. Such analysis may assist diagnosis of the difficulties that
groups of students experience with specific text in particular contexts and illustrate
the impact of those difficulties.
The paper briefly touches on the international, academic role of English, outlines its
contemporary role in universities in the People’s Republic of China and then
describes a small quantitative study of student difficulty with specialist English that
illustrates the impact of those difficulties on text accessibility.
One hundred and fourteen Chinese undergraduate students completed a 50 item
cloze test which was conceptually scored before close analysis of patterns in clear
student error.
The impact of the pattern of difficulty that emerged from the Chinese results is
illustrated in a number of ways. The rank and proportional difficulty of the identified
language features is presented in numerical form and compared with that emerging
from previous use of the test in secondary school contexts. The proportional
difficulty is then used to guide insertion of words from an unfamiliar language into
the base text to provide an indication of the difficulty being experienced by the
‘average’ Chinese undergraduate in reading this passage prepared for a mid-level
secondary school audience.
The present case provides the opportunity of ‘proof of concept’ for extension of
cloze techniques from holistic estimation of readability to identification of specific
features of specialist writing styles that may cause difficulty for particular groups of
readers.
The results of this study suggest that such close analysis of error patterns may
provide an illuminative lens on student difficulty with specific language styles within
English and that, in this particular case, focus on general academic English may not
be sufficient preparation for upper level discipline courses that make use of more
specific styles.

Keywords: English for specific purposes; cloze tests; technical language; foreign
language; curriculum
Background
Cloze testing has formed an enduring, if somewhat controversial, element of the lan-

guage teaching repertoire for more than 60 years. Much of that controversy has re-

volved around use of the technique to provide an authentic window on text

accessibility or test-taker language competence. This paper shifts focus from the whole
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to the parts and describes a use of the technique to expose the specific difficulties that

a particular group of students experience with specialist text. It represents an expansion

of the conceptual scoring approach to interpretation of ‘clozed’ text. Close analysis of

the clear errors that students make in attempts to fill gaps produced by the cloze pro-

cedure has the potential to predict the level of difficulty that students may have with

other such text. Instructors often view the text they set as unproblematic and they may

find the results of such analysis more convincing than general exhortation.

The cloze procedure has roots stretching back to attempts to quantify intelligence by

Ebinghaus and Minkus in the late nineteenth century, providing the somewhat odd

label, derived from the German clozure. The technique resurfaced in the mid-twentieth

century (Taylor, 1953) before being popularised in the 1970s by Oller and his co-

workers. The numbers provided by cloze techniques continue (Gellert & Elbro 2013) to

be used to compare “the readability of texts, the language proficiency of students, the

intelligibility of a given author” (Oller & Jonz 1994 p. 13).

Construction of cloze tests usually involves the deletion of a random word in the sec-

ond sentence of a passage, then the deletion of every fifth (or seventh, ninth, eleventh

or thirteenth) word thereafter until the desired number of words (usually 50) have been

replaced by blanks (or a range of possible alternatives). A specific group of readers then

tries to replace the words deleted from the particular passage. As Brown (2013) indi-

cates, other variants of the technique include ‘tailoring’ of various sorts, so that test

may involve deletion of words that produce the greatest degree of discrimination be-

tween students (as Brown himself did), deleting only content words (as can be seen

in the ‘activity’ sections of many secondary school textbooks) or words of particular

grammatical classes (as Tong et al 2014 did for Chinese conjunctions).

The words which readers suggest to replace deletions can be scored strictly (where

only exact replacement of the word deleted will be coded as correct) or conceptually

(where various synomic or otherwise meaningful alternatives might be acceptable). The

group average of acceptable responses is interpreted as an estimate of the access the

particular group would have to the meaning of the specific text.

However smooth the preceding account may appear, the controversy that emerged

mid-century has never really faded. Spolsky (2000), referred to cloze as a “fad” (page

544) that required “selling” (page 545) in the face of doubts regarding its usefulness that

were almost a decade old by the end of the 1960s. However, Stansfield (2008) went so

far as to refer to the 1970s as the “decade of John Oller” (page 312). Nonetheless, there

is contemporary disquiet about the naïve use of overall cloze scores (Brown 2013) and

the methods that are used to defend their use (Sadeghi 2013).

Much of the controversy revolves around general interpretations of holistic results

from raw, un-trialled tests that accumulate data from deletions representing items of

widely differing difficulty. Conversely, cloze tests seem ideally suited to matching

groups of particular students with specific styles of language, or to exploring the de-

gree of mismatch. Patterns of student difficulty that emerge from close analysis of clear

errors may guide instructor preparation and use of material that is supportive of stu-

dent learning. A closer account of student difficulty with particular specialist styles may

help institutions to respond more adequately to expanding student populations and to

determine an appropriate balance between general and specific purpose language

courses.
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Universities are recruiting more international students and increasing numbers of

people from outside the traditional local tertiary-oriented population have begun univer-

sity study. Success for such ‘non-traditional students’ is far from assured in contexts that

have been slow to adapt to this ‘massification’ (Fowler, 2008; Leathwood & O'Connell,

2003) and the role of wider tertiary literacy in relation to student success has emerged as

a substantial issue of concern (Absalom & Golebiowski, 2002; Allan et al., 2013).

Parallel with this recent expansion, the rapid developments in science and technology

occurring over the past 65 years have prompted more specific concern about how

students read, understand and use science text in particular. Concern for the specific

style of English used in Science is only part of the wider field of ‘English for Specific

Purposes’ but the early recognition of the problems that scientific writing causes for

learners makes it of enduring interest. Reviews indicate that the language of labora-

tory, educator, book and examination continues to thwart secondary school pupil and

undergraduate student access to science, prompting teacher attempts to help those

learners (O'Toole, 1996; Rollnick, 2000, Hand et al, 2010). Specialist staff can none-

theless remain unaware of the difficulties that their particular language style can

cause for outsiders such as students.

China is an interesting example. It is a non-English speaking context, with a long

tradition of independent scholarship, moving towards a position of great economic

strength. The social and economic development of the People’s Republic is diminishing

historic disparities (Salager-Meyer 2008). This development has produced noticeable

increases in student enrolment in Chinese universities. For example, the number of reg-

istered university students has risen from 6.4 million in 1995, through 23 million in

2005 to 27 million in 2007 (Zhou, 2009). China has a long history of examination-

driven learning and contemporary testing causes some concern (Fan & Jin 2013).

Degrees in English for Specific Purposes have been offered by Chinese universities for

a generation or more. Graduates from such courses often staff other foreign language

departments. Undergraduates either major in English, or study the subject as part of

another degree. The national curriculum for the latter suite of ‘service’ courses is called

‘College English’ (CIP 2007). Ten million students sat the College English Test (CET) in

2008 and almost 18 million in 2012 (see Jin 2014 for an insider perspective of the de-

velopment of this examination) and its influence can only be described as “pervasive”

(Li et al., 2012). The program leading to the CET normally occurs during the first two

years of a four year undergraduate degree. There have been suggestions that extension

for a further two years of more specialist language study could be useful.

College English provides more sustained and effective support for non-English majors

than that which is available in many other contexts, including programs for foreign

students in many English-speaking countries. Contemporary curriculum requirements

essentially produce a general English program. Evaluation is considered to be a key to

successful implementation and the summative phase usually takes the form of a pen

and paper language examination; the CET is also available for web delivery but, at the

time of writing, most students continue to take the paper-based test. It is therefore

unsurprising that English courses in universities within China include rapid reading,

intensive reading and extensive reading.

However, the difficulties that most students experience in their technical reading are

not thoroughly dealt with in their College English courses. Consequently, it is also not
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surprising that there should be a widespread perception that university students, most

graduates, scientific specialists, engineers and other academic workers all confront great

difficulties in their technical reading which prevent them from effectively accessing spe-

cialist information in their work and study. Such perceptions have been quantified in

the distinctive Hong Kong SAR context (Evans & Green, 2007) as well as in contexts

beyond China (Mazdayasna & Tahririan, 2008).

This interaction between a contemporary controversy in an interesting context and

depth of work from other places prompted the present investigation of the utility of

fine grained analysis of Chinese student attempts to replace deletions within a conven-

tional cloze test. The over-arching research question is:
Does detailed analysis of the entries that undergraduate students make into a cloze test

based on a mid-secondary school passage expose the areas of difficulty that they might

experience in their wider and more specialist reading?

This investigation may function as ‘proof of concept’ for the extension of analysis

of cloze results from the holistic to the particular. This may be an attractive prop-

osition because of the potential the cloze technique holds for the direct use of au-

thentic text with particular groups of students who are expected to read that text

as part of access to, remediation of and extension on the content of their discip-

line courses.

This paper builds upon an earlier investigation of secondary school student lan-

guage difficulties O’Toole & O’Toole (2004) The broad comparison of scientific

reading performance between Chinese undergraduates who are EFL learners and

other groups who speak English as their native or second language may provide

insight into the challenges posed by reading scientific/technical material in English

for both groups.

Beyond any ‘proof of concept’ function, the actual results in this case may be of interest

for two reasons.

Firstly, undergraduates such as those participating in this investigation receive two

years of College English and then move into the second half of their technical degree.

This progression assumes that they will be able to read independently within their spe-

cialist area. The data from this study challenge that assumption.

Secondly, the performance of this group of students should be indicative of the

language competence of Chinese-speaking students who may later attempt higher

degrees that will require greater competence within specific styles of English. Such

courses in Chinese universities and in English-medium universities both require

students to read, understand and use technical text at an advanced level, regardless

of the problematic nature of those expectations (Stokes & Martin 2008). Language

has been identified as a challenge when enculturating Chinese academics into west-

ern institutions (Jiang et al., 2010) and it is reasonable to assume that it would be

even more challenging for students. Although language is not the only source of difficul-

ties in adjusting to English-speaking contexts (Zhou et al., 2008), there seems little doubt

that it contributes to that difficulty.

Chinese undergraduate students have relatively limited access to English-medium

contexts, suggesting that an existing test designed for younger, secondary school students
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might be appropriate for the present investigation. The clear difficulty of the clozure task

suggests that close analysis may over-estimate reader language difficulties but the difference

between the students in this study and those for whom the test was first prepared suggests

that this would be unlikely to exaggerate difficulties in the present case. These undergradu-

ate students are required to read texts that are potentially more challenging than that form-

ing the basis of the secondary test. The features identified by the present investigation may

indicate difficulties that are rarely recognized and assist lecturers and material developers

to predict possible areas of student confusion with the specialist text they encounter when

they progress beyond the general style that is the focus for College English.
Methods
The Chinese undergraduate sample

In the present study, 114 Chinese sophomore students (19-20 years old) completed an

existing test instrument (Additional file 1: Appendix 1, found in the separate Appendix file).

These participants came from three different classes within various program majors. The

individual major is less important in this investigation of the impact of a particular method

of language analysis than it would have been if the primary focus was on the actual

difficulty of these particular groups. Mandarin Chinese (or, more correctly, Putonghua) is

the medium of instruction for most courses within the undergraduate student programs,

although textbooks written in English may be used. The 114 students participating in this

study were completing their second year of university study and, consequently, close to the

end of their formal English instruction.
The instrument

The present investigation exposes language difficulties through the use of a fifth word

deletion cloze test based on a 320 word sample that dealt with human defences against

infection. The base passage was drawn from pages 211 and 213 of a secondary school

science textbook (Heffernan & Learmonth, 2001). The book was written for students in

Year 9 (13-14 years old). The particular passage selected as the basis of the cloze test

had a Flesch-Kincaid (F/K) readability grade of 11, which suggests that while it may

have been challenging for its initial audience it should be accessible for Chinese sopho-

more undergraduates (F/K ‘grade 14’).

The 50 item test previously demonstrated a reliability of 0.94 (Cronbach’s α) in use

with a sample of 806 junior secondary school pupils (ages ranging from 12 to 16 years)

from schools in Australia, Singapore, the Philippines and Great Britain. The data from

this earlier use of the test was re-analysed for comparison with that of the present in-

vestigation. The 806 secondary students were divided between those who claimed a

monolingual English-speaking background (127 students) and those acknowledging

more diverse language backgrounds (English as an Additional Language or Dialect,

‘EALD’: 679 secondary school students). This large latter group renders comparison of

the test results more valid than it might otherwise have been. Most of the secondary

EALD group are studying in contexts where English is only part of the local language

repertoire. The health-based topic of the passage might reasonably be expected to form

part of the general knowledge of young adults and its intended audience of 13-14 year

olds makes its use with 20-21 year old undergraduate students defensible.
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Deletion categorization

Each word deleted from the passage was labelled once by its traditional, or dictionary,

classification and then again by a more modern grammar descriptor. These groupings

allowed the formation of language feature sub-tests and discussion of separate results

for individual language features.

The dictionary classifications (Crystal 2000) should require little explanation for the

present audience; however the more modern descriptors may be more problematic.

There is no established consensus (or perhaps, more correctly, there are several extant

positions) regarding description of the structure of English. The more recent grammar

descriptors used in this study lean heavily on earlier work by Michael Halliday (for ex-

ample, Halliday 1990), although neither the earlier application of the test nor the

present investigation made use of complete lexico-grammatical interpretation (such as

might be provided by application of Gerot and Wignell 1994).

In this paper, technicality (Herbert, 1965; Martin, 1993) refers to the use of words

which are either specific to the field (‘fully technical’) or used with particular meanings

within that field (‘semi-technical’). Technical (or semi-technical) words are often nouns

but technicality is not restricted to words of that class. Word stacks (Strevens, 1977;

Trimble, 1985) are a well demonstrated feature of scientific writing that consist of

strings of adjectives, or other items functioning as adjectives, preceding an eventual

noun whose meaning they progressively modify. Word stacks are also sometimes called

nominal groups; adjective stacks or piles; pre-modifiers; and noun phrases. Passive voice

(Cooray 1965, Kess, 1993; Trimble, 1985) refers to verbs and is an impersonal charac-

teristic of scientific writing. Cohesive devices (Connor & Johns, 1990; Halliday & Hasan,

1967) are words or phrases that tie discourse together, signaling links in meaning across

text. More detail on deletion classification is available in O’Toole & Laugesen (2011).

The two-stage categorisation was developed as a vehicle for encouraging pedagogical

change in ‘mainstream’ classes (O’Toole 1998). For any such change to occur, non-

language trained staff must be able to identify examples of the features that they expect

their students to access. This is more probable if the categories are familiar, or at least

used in readily available resources. The retention of traditional categories in readily

available dictionaries is a strong argument for use of the traditional grammar classifica-

tions in this context.

Nevertheless, it remains true that dictionaries are word-based and relatively uncon-

cerned with features above the sentence level. More modern grammar categories can

compensate for this shortcoming in explaining the impact of characteristic dictionary

categories, thereby providing a framework that is sensitive enough to expose the diffi-

culties being experienced by different groups of students, powerful enough to explain

why such difficulties may exist and accessible enough to allow the possibility of the

analysis being used by change agents.
Deletion analysis

The student replacements of the words deleted to form the test preserved as Additional

file 1: Appendix 1 were analysed in detail. Deletions which were filled with exactly the

same word as was in the original passage were coded as instances of ‘exact replacement’.

Student suggestions of words which clearly fail to maintain the general meaning of the
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passage were coded as ‘error replacement’. A response was coded as ‘conceptually correct’ if

it differed from the ‘exact’ term but its use maintained meaning in the passage. The broader

conceptual scoring was based upon entries made by the most adept of the secondary school

test takers in the earlier study. The marking guide produced for the earlier study was used in

the present investigation to allow comparison of data emerging from school and university

contexts (Additional file 1: Appendix 2, found in the separate Appendix file). To maintain

consistency in conceptual scoring, all student scripts in the present investigation were marked

by a single individual. Summing the exact and conceptually correct replacements yielded the

‘conceptually correct total’, while the sum of the clear mistakes yielded the ‘error total’.

The low mean scores for clozure that are interpreted as ability to read text independ-

ently (eg., only 53% of deletions exactly replaced: Oller & Jonz 1994, p.6) suggest that

readers may have difficulty completing cloze tests. Consequently, both the notion of

‘conceptually correct’ to be applied and the nature of the text on which the cloze test is

based are crucial to this study. If the base text is too difficult or if the conceptual filter

applied is too fine, close analysis of student entry errors may over-estimate and/or mis-

identify student difficulty.

The notion of ‘conceptually correct’ used in this investigation is wider than that

used in other studies (such as Kobayashi, 2002). The alternatives may not appear

appropriate when the replacements are considered in isolation. For example, the

wide range of alternatives accepted for item 36 (including any, some and the) all

carry different meanings and would hardly be considered as synonyms. However,

if the context of the passage as a whole is considered then it becomes clear that

different students are reconstructing different passages while maintaining a semb-

lance of the original meaning. This approach to conceptually correct coding rec-

ognises student response to the passage beyond the context of the words immediately

surrounding the deletion. Comparison of Additional file 1: Appendices 1 and 2 (found in

the separate Appendix file) would allow readers to reconstruct the range of various mean-

ings students were building from the mutilated passage.

The use of a simple technical passage prepared for a much younger audience in combin-

ation with the application of a broader notion of correctness suggest that undergraduate

difficulties may be under-recognised in this study, rather than over-stated.

If a student cannot suggest a deletion entry that maintains some meaning for part of a

passage, it seems valid to assume that they have difficulty in understanding the deleted

word. If they have difficulty with other words of the same type, the inference that a par-

ticular language feature is causing difficulty seems even more compelling. The error totals

on the language feature sub-tests give an indication of student difficulty with particular

features of the language of the test passage.

The test instrument seems fit for its limited purpose in this study and this methodology

seems to avoid many of the objections to the cloze procedure raised in the literature.
Numerical analysis

Analysis was restricted to language feature sub-tests with reliabilities greater than 0.5

(Cronbach’s α) in the previous study. The sub-tests for the dictionary categories noun

(α = 0.77), article (α = 0.59), verb (α = 0.81) and preposition (α = 0.52) previously yielded

defensible information as did the sub-tests for the more recent grammar descriptors
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technicality (α = 0.69), word stacks (α = 0.50), passive voice (α = 0.60) and cohesive de-

vices (α = 0.75). Table 1, contains both the sub-test means of the 114 Chinese under-

graduates and some data emerging from previous work. The overall difficulty column

rests on results from the test as a whole (50 items) while the sub-test columns yield a

total of 40 dictionary category items and 36 more modern grammar category items.

This is a consequence of discard of data from sub-tests that yielded inadequate

reliabilities.

A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to compare the patterns of

difficulty experienced by these 114 Chinese undergraduates with that suggested for 127

younger monolingual English-speaking pupils and 679 pupils who indicated that they

used English as an additional language or dialect (806 secondary school students in all).

These sample sizes (920 cases in total) ensure that the number of cases in each analysis

cell will be substantially greater than the practical minimum of 30 and “MANOVA is

fairly robust against violations of normality and equality of variance” under such conditions

(Allen & Bennett 2010 p. 146).

The boxplot, histogram and Q-Q plots supported this expectation in the face of

significant responses to both Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests of nor-

mality for the overall error distribution and for the language feature sub-tests. Pre-

liminary regression analyses revealed relatively high tolerances for all language

features within each set of categories (from 0.412 to 0.626 for dictionary categories

and from 0.497 to 0.665 for more modern grammar categories), indicating that mul-

ticollinearity would not impede interpretation and partial regression plots indicated

linear relationships between the language feature categories. As underlying assump-

tions were sufficiently met, separate MANOVA analyses were undertaken with the

test as a whole, items categorised into dictionary (noun, article, verb and prepos-

ition) and more modern grammar categories (technicality, word stacks, passive

voice and cohesive devices) entered as the dependent variable and student sample

groups as independent factors.

Multivariate analysis of significance suggested that apparent differences, within and be-

tween the student sample groups, are robust enough to permit discussion: overall (df = 2;

F = 3.2; p = 0.41; adjR2 = 0.005) and for both dictionary (df = 2; F = 12.08; errdf = 1828;

p = 0.000) and more modern grammar (df = 2; F = 41.99; errdf = 1828; p = 0.000) item

categories, with significance being equal under all tests but reported on the basis of

Wilk’s Lambda. Univariate comparisons were also significant (p < 0.01).
Results and discussion

The Chinese results on the cloze test appear on Table 1, which also includes second-

ary school data from the same test, marked on the basis of the same protocol. The

three groups providing data for this table have substantially different backgrounds.

The Chinese sample are undergraduates drawn from a single university, while the

more numerous secondary samples are drawn from a number of schools in four

nations. This may raise questions concerning the generalisability of the results. How-

ever, the re-use of existing instruments with varying populations is common research

practice. Furthermore, it is well to recall the research question that guides this inves-

tigation. The ‘proof of concept’ function of this study makes recognition and



Table 1 Mean Sample Difficulty on English Language Features

Student Sample No. of
pupils

Noun At’cle Verb Prp’n Tchlty Word Stacks Pas’ve Voice Cohsv Device Overall D’fclty

% % % % % % % % %

wrong wrong wrong wrong wrong wrong wrong wrong wrong

n=18 n=5 n=12 n=5 n=10 n=6 n=3 n=15 n=50

U/G Chinese 114 53.17 (SD=13.73) 39.30 (SD=21.27) 51.90 (SD=21.12) 47.19 (SD=18.65) 47.81 (SD=20.51) 32.02 (SD=19.97) 42.98 (SD=28.65) 37.60(SD=17.87) 48.63 (SD=15.09)

Rank@ 1 4 2 3 1 4 2 3

Secondary EALD# Rank 2 4 3 1 3 4 2 1

679 42.89 (SD=18.06) 28.19 (SD=26.93) 39.80 (SD=25.84) 48.22 (SD=23.80) 31.69 (SD=20.29) 18.14 (SD=18.63) 36.38 (SD=33.19) 46.55 (SD=19.03) 43.41 (SD=19.83)

Secondary English 127 47.55 (SD=23.18) 30.08 (SD=28.72) 40.16 (SD=29.55) 41.10 (SD=26.94) 39.29 (SD=26.49) 25.33 (SD=26.05) 34.12 (SD=34.75) 45.88 (SD=23.36) 44.38 (SD=24.34)

Rank 1 4 3 2 2 4 3 1

Notes:
@Rank = Rank within category, most difficult = 1.
#EALD = English as an Additional Language or Dialect.
Table 1 is based on analysis of student responses on a single cloze test.
*Student data was recoded so that a clear error = 1 and acceptable replacement = 0.
*Cloze test deletions were classified by language category.
*Two SPSS routines were written (“dictionary categories” & “modern grammar categories”).
These did the following:
1 count number of items representing a particular language category (eg., nouns) coded as clear error.
2 divide that number by the number of items representing that category (eg., nouns) deleted (in this case, 18) to give the mean category (in this case, noun) difficulty.
3 multiply that mean by 100 to yield a percentage.
4 average that mean across the particular student sample (114 students for the undergraduate Chinese group: 53%).
The top row language descriptors are discussed previously, in Deletion categorization. The number at the base of each heading refers to the number of deletions categorized as reflecting that descriptor.
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comparison of overall patterns of difficulty more important than contrast between

specific language features in isolation.

Table 1 indicates that the three groups are all experiencing difficulty, although the pat-

tern of difficulty varies somewhat. The difficulties assume practical importance when it is

recognized that the results for all groups indicate the inability to provide broadly concep-

tually correct replacements for almost half of the deletions on this language test based on

a passage from a mid-range secondary science textbook dealing with a topic of common

interest. This suggests that any of these groups could experience difficulty in independ-

ently accessing such text, and further that they may have more trouble with resources that

are more difficult to read.

It is evident that the Chinese undergraduate group experienced a greater degree of

difficulty with more language features than either of the other two groups. The extent

of secondary student difficulty may be somewhat surprising but the greater degree of

difficulty of the undergraduate group is more so. The overall difficulties for the student

groups on Table 1 (extreme right hand column) are calculated from the error total

score data. That is, Chinese undergraduates averaged 49% (24/50) clearly wrong on this

cloze test. The ‘average undergraduate’ was unable to provide conceptually correct re-

placements for close to half of the words deleted from this passage from a mid-range

secondary school science textbook. It appears that these Chinese undergraduates, con-

trary to expectation, might have more difficulty with specialist language than either

group of their secondary counterparts. This echoes results derived from different meth-

odologies in other contexts (such as Ward, 2009).

The ‘Rank’ figures that appear in each cell indicate the relative difficulty of the

indicated language feature for that sample of students. The fact that Table 1 sug-

gests that the Undergraduate Chinese Sample found Technicality the most challen-

ging of the more modern grammar categories (closely followed by the Passive

Voice) is interesting. However, the fact that the Secondary English as an Additional

Language or Dialect Sample had almost as much difficulty is of less interest than

the fact that the EALD group found it to be the most difficult of that set of lan-

guage features (as did their monolingual classmates). The Rank rows of Table 1

are likely to be of greater practical significance than comparison between the aver-

age error scores themselves.

Table 1 illustrates the potential that close analysis of student error in completing

cloze tasks holds for recognising the patterns of difficulty being experienced by par-

ticular groups of students in reading specific text. Such recognition allows identifica-

tion of specific problems and the development of particular ways of dealing with

them.

The following passage should assist readers to appreciate the impact of the level of

difficulty for student comprehension of discipline-specific texts, which the College English

Requirements (CIP 2007) suggest should be achievable for all those emerging from

Chinese undergraduate courses. The version below adjusts the base text passage ac-

cording to the pattern of Chinese difficulty exposed in Table 1. Half of the verbs,

prepositions and nouns and one third of the articles deleted from the base passage to

form the cloze test have been replaced by words drawn from an Irish folk song, simulating

the difficulty which the ‘average’ of the participating undergraduates would encounter in

trying to read this text.
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Natural defences against infectious diseases

When disease-causing microbes try to invade our bodies, we have a number of natural

defences, many of which will fight any infection.

1. Skin, mucus and 'bhaile
When unbroken, the skin on the outside of the body and the moist layers na the

skin that line the mouth, nose and lungs díolta keep out unwanted microbes. Hairs

to keep out disease-carrying theacht particles are contained in the nose, and any

that get past the hairs into ba nose or lungs are fógairt by the sticky mucus, thar

where tiny hairs, provided that they have not been killed by tobacco and marijuana

smoke, remove mucus and trapped léanmhar quite efficiently. Bacteria that tsamhraidh

the stomach are finally killed by its high acidity, although their spores can often pass

through to the intestine. Gcreach in the tears can kill bacteria that try to invade the

eyes.

2. White ngéibhinn cells

If the disease-causing léanmhar are able to get into the body through a burn or a

wound, then the second line of defense bhuí into play, whereby any invaders are

engulfed by some dhiaidh of scavenging white blood cells. Certain smaller white

blood cells arrive in the blood and attack the invaders directly. Any leftover microbes

and dead and dying cells are removed when a larger cell type dhiaidh later. Some

invaders, such as worms, are too large anois white blood cells to engulf, so there

is a third group of scavengers that seilibh enzymes outside their cell body, which

then attack the bhreá of the invading parasites.

3. Inflammation and fevers

If ba invaders overcome this attack by the antibodies and white blood cells, they

will consequently start to multiply. The body responds by sending in more white

ngéibhinn cells and antibodies and at the same time it also tries to block off the

area invaded.

It is worth recalling that the data on which this text mutilation took place are based

on mean group difficulties. Those students whose performance falls below that mean

will experience considerably more difficulty (O’Toole & King 2011). Such lower-

performing students are often the legitimate focus of instructor attention.

Detailed analysis of student attempts to ‘cloze’ the passage has yielded specific sugges-

tions of particular difficulties. These results indicate that student difficulty extends be-

yond technical vocabulary. The fact that these Chinese undergraduates were unable to

correctly replace almost half of the words deleted from the passage is a source of par-

ticular concern because their final years of undergraduate study will involve the expect-

ation that they access tertiary textbooks written for native-speaking students. Those

texts are considerably more difficult to read than the passage forming the basis of this

cloze test.
Conclusions
Detailed analysis of conceptually scored cloze items does appear to allow fine-grained

analysis of areas of student difficulty for potentially useful purposes.
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Reference to the ranks presented on Table 1 indicates that these undergraduates

had predictable difficulties with nouns and associated technicality, compounded by

‘stacking’ words into complex noun phrases. They had similar difficulty with verbs

and the passive structures that are characteristic of such science text. This science

passage should have been relatively easy for them to access. Prepositions and articles

serve to identify and locate information in science text and the fact that these stu-

dents appear to be missing those connections, as well as the explicit cohesive markers

that were present in the passage, on more than one third of their appearances further

compounds the slightly greater level of difficulty described above. Inability to meet

the deliberately loose standards of ‘conceptual match’ used in this investigation, in

more than a third of the cases taken to represent those features, casts doubt on the

ability of these students to access this resource with the ease that might have been ex-

pected. Close analysis of student attempts at clozure allows detailed description of

student difficulty.

Such detailed analysis also allows comparison with other student groups. While

the undergraduate students in this investigation had more difficulty with this passage

than the linguistically diverse secondary group (EALD), the pattern of difficulty was

not identical. The secondary EALD group found prepositions particularly challen-

ging, which was less the case for the Chinese undergraduates, for whom prepositions

were the third most challenging feature, rather than the first. This pattern was re-

peated for text cohesion. This may well be due to the greater amount of direct lan-

guage instruction involved in the College English program compared to mainstream

science classes in English-medium contexts. These substantive comparisons are of

some interest and they could guide the preparation of focussed language material for

specialist contexts.

There is the broader question of who might be interested in knowing that a particular

group of 114 Chinese undergraduates were unable to replace an average of 39.30% of

articles (2 from 5 deletions) or 51.90% of verbs (6 from 12 deletions) with a conceptually

correct entry?

The key to this is the word ‘particular’. This detailed analysis technique allows those

responsible for student learning at any level to select a passage that could appropriately

represent the type of text from which they expect their students to learn. They can then

generate a cloze test from that passage. This allows instructors to determine the par-

ticular features of the specialist style represented by the passage that are causing dif-

ficulty for students within their particular group. In this context, the differing

difficulty of the individual deletions is pivotal, rather than being a challenge to text

reliability (as noted by Brown 2013).

If it is possible to partition the group, it will also be possible to determine ‘who’ is

having difficulty with ‘what’: ‘who’ being dependent on the sample sub-groups of

interest and ‘what’ on the model of language chosen. The specific features of the

specialist style that are isolated by this detailed analysis can be used to generate fo-

cussed language activities that could support ‘Directed Activities Related to Text’

(DARTs: UoC 2013). Attention to the relative levels of difficulty being experienced

by the particular group as a whole makes it possible to illustrate the impact of these

difficulties on student understanding. This can be persuasive for specialist teachers

who assume that the language style used within their subjects is transparent to
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students and that learner difficulties arise only from conceptual difficulties or lack

of application.

Detailed analysis of the entries that undergraduate students make into a cloze test based

on a mid-secondary school passage exposes specific areas of difficulty that they might ex-

perience in their wider and more specialist reading. Such analysis indicates that their diffi-

culties extend beyond predictable problems with technicality. Their difficulties appear

greater than those of younger students in English-medium contexts.

More significantly, this investigation suggests that patterns of student error in replacing

words deleted to form cloze tests may fruitfully reward detailed analysis.
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